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I’m prefacing my thoughts with this provocative title for a
reason. What is being perpetrated on the American people is
virtually a complete dissembling of everything they supposedly
hold dear and will only lead to their ultimate destruction. A
nationwide massacre of their infrastructure, personal rights
and protection, and even livelihoods and food security is not
only at stake, but now in progress.

Let me number my points.
1) Jade Helm is a military exercise endorsed by the American
government  and  perpetrated  on  its  own  people  in  complete
violation of not just the Posse Comitatus Act of 1878  but is
a total an affront on every civil liberty the US Constitution
and Bill of Rights is supposed to espouse and maintain.

2. Occupying sovereign territory with a nation’s own armies
indicates  the  very  people  for  which  a  government  was
established to help provide for and protect are their declared
enemy.

3. The fabricated external threat of terrorism has been deftly
translated into meaning that anyone challenging the status
quo, be it political, economic or psycho-spiritual, is the
enemy. Not external enemies but domestic, as has always been
the  case,  but  openly  declared  since  the  first  so-called
Patriot Act. Dissent has become illegal and they’ve virtually
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declared any thinking American an enemy of the State with a
litany of laws, rules and regulations at their disposal while
mechanisms set in place long ago to protect personal rights
have been eviscerated.

4.  The  very  massive  size  of  this  operation  and  the  vast
amounts  of  military  hardware  pouring  into  distribution
locations around the country indicates this is not just an
exercise, but a stealth occupation, at the very least designed
to intimidate and acclimatize the American mindset to living
in virtual martial law conditions, while they step up their
preparations for worse social conditions to come.

5.  As  wars  rage  on  against  supposed  terrorists  abroad,
targeting a nation’s own citizens in such draconian measures
makes  absolutely  zero  sense  when  hardly  a  non-government
induced “terror” incident has transpired. Many more have died
from medical and pharmaceutical abuse, police killings and
even strikes by lightning, along with a host of other causes.
Where’s the big brave justice league on the real problems?

6. The inherent doctrines of personal freedom and individual
sovereignty  are  being  violated  with  abject  impunity,  a
repugnant affront on human dignity.

7. The question haunts: who’s even noticing? Besides those
that fall for the supposed need for such a massive operation,
how many are totally ignorant that it is even happening?

And the Potential Outcome of Such a Maneuver?
1. Anything could trigger this operation to go “live” as has
happened  repeatedly  with  such  staged  government  sponsored
operations.

2. One resisting individual, real, or more plausibly planted,
could  cause  a  chain  reaction  of  events  that  would  be
devastating.

3.  A  typical  false  flag  attack  on  these  infiltrating



government deployed forces would easily justify a strong armed
response, be the incident a lone personal reaction, staged
sniper  fire,  a  planted  bomb  on  a  military  vehicle,  or
something or things much worse. Such triggers within a staged
drill or exercise have proven to work time and again.

4.  Problem-reaction-solution.  Since  they’ve  created  the
problem of imposing military control and its intrusions on
personal  freedoms,  so-called  practiced  or  otherwise,  the
reaction would no doubt be begged. Once the reaction appears
from  whatever  quarter,  real  or  simply  reported  to  have
happened, the justification for full on mobilization against
the American people, designed from the outset, goes into play.
Confiscation of guns and all potential weapons is clearly on
the agenda as they’ve been practicing for years following
natural  and  unnatural  disasters.  Precious  metals,  large
amounts of cash, and even stockpiled food could easily be on
the list as well.

Conclusion
This Jade Helm 15 operation is no simple exercise. At the very
least it is conditioning Americans for more control, even less
personal freedom in the metastasizing surveillance state, and
something worse in the near future. The bare fact remains that
too many will fall for it and continue to stand back in fear
and  obedience  to  false,  illegitimately  imposed  fascist
controls backed by brute force.

The time is now to withdraw your consent and participation in
such fear and obeisance mongering.

See what is happening for what it is. And sound the alarm. Our
full awareness of the nature of these staged operations and
broadcasting it far and wide has pushed them back before, and
we  can  do  it  again.  Let  your  awareness,  indignation  and
refusal to accept this be known far and wide.

And be prepared. They’re up to no good and it’s all completely



staged for specific reasons. Don’t give them the response they
want.

Stay lit with truth.

Spread the word, disengage from their systems, and keep your
peace.

Love, Zen
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